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ABSTRACT Data aggregation is one of the crucial features of the 3GPP Multi-Radio Dual Connectivity
(MR-DC) technology. However, mobility events and radio link failures, which may occur during the data
aggregation, may pose challenges in meeting the latency, reliability, and throughput key performance
indicators (KPIs). Unlike single connectivity, the user equipment (UE) in MR-DC operation can experience
such events in either of the two base stations (BSs) serving the UE with MR-DC. In typical MR-DC
deployments, these events occur more frequently in the BS acting as the secondary node (SN) since the
SN operates at a higher frequency band. In this paper, we show that handovers (HOs) and signal blockage
events that occur at the SN can create out-of-order data reception or losses at the UE’s Packet Data Control
Protocol (PDCP) layer, making the application stop receiving data for up to hundreds of milliseconds. Thus,
challenging to meet the KPIs defined for such application. To mitigate this effect, we propose an intelligent
and efficient mechanism that operates in the transmitting PDCP layer and significantly minimizes the data
interruption periods suffered by the application when the UE aggregates data and HOs or failures of the
SN occur. We use LTE/NR testbed experiments to show that the proposed mechanism achieves a high and
stable aggregate throughput with near-zero interruption time and data reliability of at least 99.999% without
transport layer retransmissions. The experiments are conducted for saturated TCP traffic and under link
quality variations based on traces extracted from a Nokia-proprietary system-level simulator.

17 INDEX TERMS SN change, SCG failure, multi-connectivity, dual connectivity, 5G, data aggregation.

I. INTRODUCTION18

Multi-Radio Dual Connectivity (MR-DC) [1] is a 3GPP solu-19

tion that allows the UE to simultaneously communicate with20

two BSs in order to enhance the per-user data rate through21

data aggregation, improve the data reliability through data22

duplication, and/or provide mobility robustness through data23

offloading [2], [3], [4]. In MR-DC, the two BSs can use the24

same or different 3GPP radio access technologies (RATs)25

of Long Term Evolution (LTE) and 5G New Radio (NR).26

For ultra-reliable low-latency communications (URLLC) and27

enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) use cases, MR-DC28

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Tiankui Zhang .

plays an important role in meeting certain KPIs defined for 29

such use cases. For instance, MR-DC can help achieve a 30

given reliability target without using time-consuming retrans- 31

mission mechanisms such as hybrid automatic repeat request 32

(HARQ) or automatic repeat request (ARQ) through data 33

duplication. Alternatively, aggregating data from both BSs 34

can improve the user data rate without significant hardware 35

complexities. 36

In a typical MR-DC deployment, as illustrated in Fig. 1, 37

one BS has macro cell coverage using frequencies in the 38

range 1 (FR1), i.e., below 7.125 GHz, while the other BS has 39

small cell coverage and may use frequencies in the range 2 40

(FR2), i.e., 24.25 GHz to 52.6 GHz, [4], [5], [6]. In such 41

common scenario, user mobility causes the link using the FR2 42
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FIGURE 1. Out-of-order data reception caused by an SN change and SCG failure during data aggregation.

to suffer from signal blockages frequently, which might be43

caused either by loss in signal strength or because the UE44

transitions from the coverage area of one small cell to that of45

other small cell. In both cases, theUE losses connectivitywith46

the corresponding BS. To recover the network connectivity,47

the UE or BS can perform a cell re-establishment in the48

former case, while the BS can trigger a HO for the latter case.49

Nevertheless, these procedures are time-consuming and cause50

the UE to stop receiving data from the small cell connection.51

The time the UE does not receive data is typically known52

as data interruption time, representing, from the physical53

layer perspective, a few dozens of milliseconds [7]. However,54

from the perspective of the upper layers, i.e., transport and55

application layers, the data interruption time may be much56

higher because of the delay added by the Medium Access57

Control (MAC), Radio Link Control (RLC), and PDCP layers58

[7], [8]. In this paper, we study the data interruption time from59

the perspective of the upper layers, which is more critical for60

the applications.61

If the problems mentioned above occur while the UE62

aggregates data, the UE does not lose network connectivity63

completely. Indeed, it can still communicate via one of the64

BSs. Nonetheless, this can cause out-of-order PDCP packet65

data units (PDUs) arrivals, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In this66

scenario, the 3GPP-defined reordering mechanism at the67

UE’s PDCP uses the PDU sequence number, a reordering68

timer, and a reordering window to wait for any delayed69

PDU to arrive and hence providing in-sequence data deliv-70

ery to the upper layers [9]. Despite this effective mecha-71

nism, an inadequate configuration of the reordering timeout72

value makes the PDCP layer discard the delayed PDUs too73

early or buffer the PDUs for an excessively long amount of74

time [2], [3]. In both cases, they are probably triggering the 75

upper layer retransmission mechanisms. For instance, unlike 76

UDP, the TCP receiver requests data retransmission when it 77

detects sequence gaps, a.k.a., fast retransmission, or when the 78

already transmitted data has not been acknowledged during 79

a given period at the TCP sender, a.k.a., retransmission by 80

timeout. In these cases, the TCP receiver stops delivering 81

new information to the application layer until the missing 82

data is correctly received, increasing the data interruption 83

time to several hundreds of milliseconds. On top of that, the 84

aggregate throughput is seriously affected since TCP reduces 85

its congestion window. In this situation, meeting the KPIs 86

defined for reliability- and latency-constrained applications 87

such as low latency eMBB is challenging [10]. Accordingly, 88

in this paper, we show quantitatively the TCP performance 89

degradation in such scenarios. 90

Despite the challenges that the data interruption time repre- 91

sent for the performance of MR-DC operation, the 3GPP has 92

not defined any solution to tackle such a problem. Indeed, 93

the SN change procedure [1], which is specified to manage 94

the frequent changes of the SN, makes the UE stop commu- 95

nicating via the SN link until the change from the serving SN 96

(S-SN) to the target SN (T-SN) is completed, as depicted in 97

Fig. 1(a). Moreover, the typical way to recover the network 98

connectivity from a radio link failure (RLF), i.e., the blockage 99

of the radio link, in single connectivity (SC) operation is via 100

a cell re-establishment procedure [11], [12]. However, when 101

the SN link fails in MR-DC operation, a.k.a, secondary cell 102

group (SCG) failure, such a solution is not specified by the 103

3GPP for MR-DC [8], [12], [13]. Therefore, the data buffered 104

in the failing SN may be considered lost unless it can be 105

transmitted to the UE using a new BS, as shown in Fig. 1(b). 106
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Unfortunately, this requires a new data forwarding procedure,107

which the 3GPP has not considered. Note that this scenario108

can also occur if the SN change procedure fails.109

Most of the relevant research studies inMR-DC such as [3],110

[14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24],111

[25] have proposed, on the one hand, methods to aggregate112

data considering that the UE is static and no failures occur.113

On the other hand, studies have proposed methods to provide114

mobility robustness. Yet, they do not consider the data aggre-115

gation or the data interruption time’s effect on the application116

performance. For this reason, in this paper, we propose a Fast117

Data Recovery method (FaRe) that achieves near-zero data118

interruption time during SN change and SCG failure events.119

For this, the proposed FaRe method intelligently determines120

the PDCP PDUs split via the SN but not delivered to the121

UE and timely retransmit them via the master node (MN).122

Consequently, it leads to achieving high and stable aggregate123

throughput and lower latency compared to baseline strategies.124

Using a mobile network testbed, we evaluate the per-125

formance of our FaRe method in a typical 3GPP-defined126

small cell scenario for saturated TCP traffic. Through testbed127

experiments, we show that when the FaRe is disabled at the128

MN, it can take approximately 74 ms and 24 ms for the first129

non-delivered PDU to arrive at the UE’s PDCP layer when an130

SN change and SCG failure occur, respectively. On the other131

hand, with the proposed method, i.e., the FaRe, such a PDU132

is received in approximately 5-8 ms.133

In summary, the contributions of this paper are manifold:134

• We analyze the challenges that MR-DC faces to effec-135

tively aggregate data when the UE is moving and an SN136

change is required or an SCG failure occurs.137

• We propose a fast data recovery method that allows the138

MN to timely retransmits the missing PDCP PDUs that139

may appear due to mobility events and/or radio link140

failures in MR-DC operation.141

• We evaluate the proposed FaRe method using the142

LTE/5G-NR compliant Open Air Interface software and143

commodity hardware. The performance of the FaRe144

is evaluated against different benchmarking strategies145

using a 3GPP-defined small cell scenario in which the146

Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) resulting from mobil-147

ity for the MN and SN are extracted from a Nokia-148

proprietary system-level simulator.149

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II150

introduces the main technical aspects and the challenges that151

a mobility scenario represents for the MR-DC operation.152

Moreover, in Section III, the problem addressed in this paper153

along with the most important related works are presented.154

In Section IV, the design principles and the functionality155

of the FaRe mechanism are described in detail. Section V156

describes the evaluation framework used for the validation157

of the FaRe and the results obtained by the evaluations of158

the FaRe and that of benchmarking strategies are shown in159

Section VI. The implementation impact of the proposed solu-160

tion is detailed in Section VII. Lastly, Section VIII presents161

the conclusions of the work.162

II. BACKGROUND ON SIGNALING MOBILITY 163

MANAGEMENT 164

In the following, we present the most important aspects 165

related to signaling mobility management for SC and MR- 166

DC, considering downlink traffic. 167

A. MOBILITY WITH SC 168

In SC operation, the UE is connected to a single BS. Hence, 169

the mobility events that may trigger a HO are handled by 170

the BS the UE is connected to and the core network (CN). 171

In the typical break-before-make HO used in LTE, the UE 172

can experience, at the radio level, typical data interruption 173

times of 15-50 ms, but delays of hundred of milliseconds 174

can also occur [26]. Since the UE cannot communicate with 175

the BS during the HO interruption time, some HO types 176

have been proposed to solve this problem. For instance, the 177

new RACH-less HO [27] can reduce the interruption time 178

to 5 ms under certain circumstances [28] by avoiding the 179

time-consuming Random Access (RA) procedure. In addi- 180

tion, the UE can use the Conditional HO (CHO) [27], [29] to 181

trigger the HO if some conditions are met without involving 182

the source cell, which is faster than the typical HO procedure. 183

In case of HO failure, the UE usually performs a cell re- 184

establishment, whose delay increases the HO interruption 185

time. However, with the CHO, the UE can quickly apply the 186

configuration of one of the already stored target BSs and 187

synchronize with it. If the RA procedure is not successful, 188

the UE can quickly start a new RA procedure with a new 189

target BS, which reduces the HO interruption time in case 190

of failures. Even though the new aforesaid HO types can 191

help to reduce the interruption time, the signaling exchange 192

required to support such HOs is still necessary between the 193

UE and CN. 194

B. MOBILITY WITH MR-DC 195

InMR-DCoperation, theUEmaintains simultaneous connec- 196

tion with the MN and SN. Therefore, from the control plane 197

(CP) perspective, the MN and SN independently handle the 198

Radio Resources Management (RRM) procedures with the 199

UE using their own Radio Resource Control (RRC) protocol. 200

However, the connection to the CN is made via the MN 201

only. On the other hand, the user plane (UP) traffic can be 202

transferred to the UE via the MN, SN, or both, the decision 203

of which mainly depends on the flow control algorithm used 204

in the MN to split the incoming user’s data, and the data radio 205

bearer (DRB) configuration, i.e., split or direct DRB [1], [3]. 206

Unlike SC, during mobility events affecting the SN in 207

MR-DC, the user’s traffic can be rapidly forwarded (a.k.a., 208

fast switching) to a new BS, i.e., to the T-SN, if the UE 209

is already synchronized with the BS. In this case, the HO 210

interruption time to account depends only on the backhaul 211

link, the delay of which can be considered as negligible from 212

the UP perspective for some applications [21]. The Dual 213

Active Protocol Stack (DAPS) [30] is a new HO solution to 214

leveraging MR-DC and its dual protocol stack, in which the 215
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FIGURE 2. SN change events in a typical MR-DC deployment scenario.

UE maintains the communication with the source BS until216

the UE has completed the RA procedure with the target BS.217

The UE releases the connection with the source BS after218

receiving an explicit notification from the target BS. Note219

that in scenarios where the UE is static, the DAPS HO is220

not generally useful. However, the MN can forward the data221

via the SN to provide load balancing instead of seamless222

connectivity in such cases.223

According to the 3GPP [1], four mobility management224

scenarios are possible in MR-DC operation:225

• SN change (MN/SN initiated). The MN is not modified226

and the UE continues with the MR-DC operation.227

• Inter-Master Node handover with/without Secondary228

Node change. The MN is modified, but the UE can229

continue with the MR-DC operation if the SN is not230

changed.231

• Master Node to eNB/gNB change. The UE switches to232

SC operation.233

• eNB/gNB to Master Node change. The target MN adds234

an SN during the HO. Hence, the UE switches from SC235

to MR-DC operation during this procedure.236

In a typical MR-DC scenario, as shown in Fig. 2, the HO237

events are more frequent for the SN than for the MN, espe-238

cially in high-density areas. Hence, we focus on addressing239

the challenges of the first above-mentionedmobility scenario,240

i.e., the SN change, in this paper. However, our work can be241

extended to address the second mobility scenario as well, i.e.,242

MN change.243

During data aggregation, both BSs are simultaneously244

transferring UP traffic to the UE. Therefore, if the UE leaves245

the serving SN’s coverage area, as depicted in Fig. 2, an SN246

change procedure [1], [12] is initiated either by the MN or247

SN to avoid losing network connectivity via the SN link.248

In this regard, when the new SN, i.e., the T-SN, confirms249

the allocation of radio resources for the UE, the MN sends250

either a SN Release Request or SN Change Confirm message251

to the S-SN indicating that it must stop the communication252

with the UE. Consequently, the UE can only communicate253

with a single BS, i.e., the MN, until the RA procedure254

with the T-SN is completed. Fig. 3 illustrates the signaling255

FIGURE 3. Signaling exchange for the SN change SN-initiated.

TABLE 1. Typical delays for SNC-IT, adapted from [26], [32].

exchange required for the SN change procedure initiated by 256

the SN. Considering the typical delays for the CP and UP 257

of eMBB services [31], the backhaul link, and the different 258

steps involved in the SN-initiated Change procedure, the 259

communication between the UE and SN is interrupted for 260

approximately 74 ms. Table 1 shows the typical contributors 261

to the delay for this SN Change Interruption Time (SNC-IT), 262

initiated by the SN. For the MN-initiated case, the SNC-IT 263

is slightly higher, i.e., 79 ms. Note that the SNC-IT, MN- 264

or SN-initiated, can be longer if any of the steps cannot be 265

completed, they take longer, or the backhaul latency is larger. 266

C. MCG/SCG FAILURES 267

Besides data interruptions experienced by the UE during SN 268

change in MR-DC operation, interruptions due to RLFs in 269

the Master Cell Group (MCG), i.e., MN, or SCG, i.e., SN, 270

connections can also occur. In SC operation, when the UE 271

declares an RLF, an RRC Connection Reestablishment pro- 272

cedure is initiated to recover the network connectivity [12]. 273

However, in MR-DC operation, when the UE experiences an 274

RLF on the MCG, the UE can trigger a fast MCG recovery 275

procedure, if configured, or an RRC Connection Reestab- 276

lishment procedure [1]. For the fast MCG recovery case, the 277

UE stops the communication for all radio bearers configured 278

in the MN and sends the MCGFailureInformation [12] mes- 279

sage to the MN via the SN. Depending on the information 280
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contained in the message, the MN can decide whether to281

change the MCG connection to a better cell or to release the282

MCG connection [1], [13].283

For the case of an SCG failure caused by an RLF or an284

SN addition/change failure, the connection with the SN is285

suspended, and the UE notifies the MN with a SCGFailure-286

Information [12] message. Then, the MN decides whether to287

release, reconfigure, or change the failing SN. Note that since288

the MCG link is not affected, the UE can still receive the289

user’s data via this link [13]. However, any pending packets290

at the SN may be lost during an SN change. Furthermore,291

when an MCG failure occurs and the fast MCG recovery is292

triggered, the UE will not receive the user’s data via the MN293

link for approximately 30-70 ms [8], which is comparable294

with a typical HO interruption time. On the other hand, for295

an SCG failure, the data interruption can take significantly296

longer since the 3GPP does not specify any fast recovery297

method. It is worth mentioning that due to PDCP PDU losses298

or out-of-order data reception, the data interruption time299

experienced by the upper layers will be much higher than the300

one experienced by the physical layer [10].301

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND RELATED WORK302

During data aggregation in MR-DC, the out-of-order arrival303

of PDCP PDUs makes the receiver PDCP layer waits for304

any delayed PDU until the PDCP sequence number gap is305

filled or the reordering timer expires. During this period,306

the already received PDUs cannot be delivered to the upper307

layers, thus, the application stops receiving data. During308

SN-based HO or RLF, the out-of-order arrivals may be more309

frequent since the PDCP layer temporarily receives PDUs via310

only one BS. Having a large reordering timeout value can311

avoid discarding the delayed PDUs at the SN. Nevertheless,312

the application’s data interruption time might also increase,313

making the application unable to achieve the required KPIs.314

For instance, low-latency eMBB applications such as Virtual315

Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) have a motion-316

to-photon latency requirement of less than 20 ms in order317

for the head’s movement to match with the virtual scenery318

change [33]. In this regard, without considering the process-319

ing delays, their packet delay budget (PDB) is around 7-15320

ms [33]. If during the transmission of this kind of data, a HO321

is required or a RLF occurs, the latency requirement of less322

than 15 ms is almost impossible to achieve with the current323

SN change procedure.324

In a typical MR-DC deployment, i.e., FR1 + FR2 MR-325

DC, in which FR2 is used for capacity boosting, the UE will326

likely require numerous SN changes to satisfy the end-user327

reliability targets and provide seamless network connectivity328

via both BSs. In this regard, if an SN change is required329

when aggregating data via both BSs, the receiver PDCP layer330

will be impacted as it can receive PDUs from the T-SN only331

after the UE is successfully synchronized with the T-SN,332

as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Note that it is not possible to use the333

DAPS HO in this case since both protocol stacks are already334

in use unless there is a third radio for MR-DC + DAPS.335

Additionally, when an SCG failure occurs due to an RLF or 336

SN change failure, the UE will no longer receive PDUs via 337

the SN link. In this case, the PDCP PDUs buffered in the 338

SN’s RLC buffer, i.e., the ones transmitted but not received 339

at the UE, and the ones in-flight, i.e., the PDUs already split 340

by the MN but which have not arrived at the SN yet, can be 341

considered lost unless they are transmitted by a new BS. 342

Most of the available research efforts on MR-DC have 343

focused on developing flow control solutions for data aggre- 344

gation or methods to provide mobility robustness without 345

data aggregation instead of reducing the application’s data 346

interruption experienced during HOs or signal blockages. 347

For the former case, flow control mechanism mainly aim to 348

maximize the user’s aggregate throughput, reduce the end- 349

to-end latency, maximize the throughput in one of the BSs, 350

or achieve aminimum throughput for all users in both BSs [3], 351

[14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20]. All theoretical and 352

practical models presented in these works and their evalu- 353

ations consider UEs without mobility and without service 354

interruptions. Moreover, for the latter case, there have been 355

studies that explore the use of MR-DC as an alternative to the 356

legacy HO. In these studies, the authors state that MR-DC 357

can reduce the HO failure probability, signaling exchange 358

with the CN, the HO computational complexity, and HO 359

completion delay [21], [22], [23], [24], [25]. Furthermore, 360

these studies consider that before the HO, the UE already 361

had CP connectivity via both BSs, i.e., the split bearer is 362

configured in the MN and SN. However, the user’s data 363

is always transmitted via only one BS, i.e., the SN, upon 364

triggering the HO. For this, the traffic is forwarded from the 365

MN to the SN. 366

Furthermore, several studies show the capability of 367

MR-DC to reduce the negative impact of link blockages on 368

the performance of the user application’s KPIs. For instance, 369

in [34], the impact of various system parameters on the 370

user’s ergodic capacity for dense mmWave deployments is 371

studied. Authors demonstrate that using multiple degrees 372

of multi-connectivity, i.e., multiple radio link connections, 373

helps to increase the achievable capacity by enabling backup 374

connections. Additionally, in [35], authors indicate that hav- 375

ing the UE with multi-connectivity reduces by up to seven 376

times the denial of service and by up to ten times the drop- 377

ping probability when static and dynamic blockages appear 378

at the density of one blocker per square meter. Moreover, 379

the theoretical framework presented in [36] suggests that 380

under a high-density BSs deployment, extensive UE cov- 381

erage, and short HO execution time, dual connectivity is 382

sufficient to achieve the reliability target required in URLLC 383

services in the presence of signal blockers. However, the 384

multi-connectivity degree needed to support VR/AR ser- 385

vices may be higher, especially in ultra-dense deployments. 386

Authors in [37] state that blockages reduce the line of 387

sight probability between the UE and BSs, implying that 388

the UE has fewer available BSs to connect with in the 389

area. This, in turn, increases the HO likelihood in BSs 390

that use mmWaves. As a result, having multiple radio link 391
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connections improves the link reliability under simultaneous392

mobility and blockage events.393

Our literature survey shows the need for studying solutions394

to minimize the data interruption periods that the application395

suffers during data aggregation when SN change or SCG fail-396

ure events occur. This problem has been addressed only from397

the radio level perspective, i.e., the physical layer, and in SC398

scenarios. Nevertheless, since the splitting and aggregation399

processes are done at the PDCP layer, an effective solution to400

the problem must include the perspectives of transport and401

application layers. Based on our knowledge, no work has402

studied the impact that mobility and signal blockages have403

on the performance of data aggregation with MR-DC, nor404

proposed solutions for such a problem. Actually, this topic405

has been included in the MR-DC enhancements plan for the406

future 3GPP Release 18 [10], [38], [39], [40], [41]. For this407

reason, we propose a fast data recovery method for MR-DC408

that intelligently and effectively minimizes the application’s409

data interruption time as described in the following sections.410

IV. FAST DATA RECOVERY ALGORITHM411

A. TARGETED CHALLENGES412

In MR-DC operation, data aggregation entails splitting the413

incoming user’s traffic via the MN and SN and then reversely414

aggregating it at the receiver PDCP layer. A maximum aggre-415

gation benefit [42], i.e., the throughput gain obtained with416

MR-DC over SC, is achieved if the MN and SN maintain417

a continuous data flow with the UE [3]. For this, the RLC418

buffers of both BSs should have enough data to be transmitted419

at every transmission opportunity. In light of that, the flow420

control algorithm used in the MN should decide, based on421

each BS’s radio link conditions and available radio resources,422

the number of PDCP PDUs to split via the MN and SN.423

The different flow control algorithms available in the424

literature use up-to-date UE statistics, e.g., channel state425

information (CSI), from both BSs for the splitting decision426

making. However, during an SN change event, the UE is no427

longer connected to the corresponding SN; thus, there are428

no statistics to send back to the MN in order for the flow429

control mechanism to continue with the data splitting via the430

S-SN. A reasonable action, in this case, can be to stop the431

data splitting via the S-SN until the UE has completed the RA432

with the new BS, i.e., the T-SN. However, this can cause the433

T-SN to have no data to transmit once the synchronization is434

completed, reducing the aggregate throughput. On the other435

hand, maintaining the data splitting via the S-SN can increase436

the out-of-order arrivals or losses of PDUs, exacerbating437

the application’s data interruption time, especially if the SN438

change fails. In this regard, whether to suspend or not the data439

splitting via the S-SN, at which stage of the SN change proce-440

dure to do it, and when to resume the splitting, if stopped, are441

significant aspects to consider during an SN change event.442

Additionally, in an SCG failure event, the communication443

via the SN link is temporarily unavailable. Still, it can be444

resumed if the MN decides to keep or change the failing SN.445

FIGURE 4. Data forwarding after an SCG failure event.

However, this procedure is time-consuming and can take hun- 446

dreds of milliseconds, possibly making the PDCP reordering 447

mechanism discard the PDCP PDUs pending at the SN since 448

they will likely arrive at the UE within a different reordering 449

window. In other words, the sequence number of the received 450

PDU(s) will be lower than that of the last PDU delivered 451

to the upper layers, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Moreover, since 452

the non-delivered data is probably present in the failing SN’s 453

RLC buffer, it can be re-routed and transmitted by a new 454

BS, e.g., via the MN. However, the data must be re-routed 455

through a backhaul link with a non-zero delay, which makes 456

it challenging to meet the latency requirements for some 457

applications. For instance, according to [10], low-latency 458

eMBB applications require that the data re-routing must be 459

completed in less than 10 ms. In this regard, our proposed 460

fast data recovery mechanism for MR-DC will address the 461

abovementioned challenges. 462

B. FaRe DESIGN PRINCIPLES 463

Our FaRe mechanism aims to minimize the data interruption 464

time that the application experiences during SN change or 465

SCG failure events. To achieve that, the FaRe locally and 466

temporarily stores the PDCP PDUs split via the SN. There- 467

fore, the MN can timely retransmit the missing PDUs when 468

one of the aforementioned events occurs. In this regard, the 469

FaRe avoids the time-consuming higher layer data retrans- 470

missions, e.g., at the TCP level, which can be required when 471

an SCG failure occurs. Likewise the FaRe avoids the slow 472

data forwarding procedure required during an SN change. 473

The FaRe works along with a flow control algorithm to facil- 474

itate the data splitting management, i.e., stop/pause/resume 475

the splitting, during the SN change or failure events. The 476

FaRe has three main functional stages: the buffering, the fast 477

retransmission, and the splitting activation stages, which are 478

depicted in Fig. 5 and described in the following. 479

1) BUFFERING STAGE 480

In MR-DC operation, the SN cannot independently manage 481

the SN change or SCG failure events. Actually, theMNmakes 482

the SN release/change/reconfigure decisions. For example, 483

if an SCG failure occurs, the failing SN cannot directly 484
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FIGURE 5. Functional stages of the FaRe mechanism.

forward the data present in its RLC buffer to a new BS.485

Instead, the MN has to request such a forwarding action,486

the data of which can be available for transmission in a new487

BS within 2 ∗ backhaul_delay ms, assuming equal backhaul488

delays between BSs and zero message processing delay.489

Hence, depending on the backhaul delay, achieving a given490

application’s latency target can be challenging.491

To tackle this challenge, the FaRe dispenses with the slow492

data forwarding procedure. Instead, it temporarily stores a493

copy of the PDCP PDUs split via the SN in a newly defined494

buffer, named FaRe-Buffer, which is placed at the MN’s495

PDCP layer, as depicted in Fig. 5(a). These PDU copies496

are stored in a FIFO manner until the SN indicates that497

such PDUs have been successfully delivered, RLC AM case,498

or transmitted to the UE, RLCUM case. Note that the head of499

the buffer is the PDU copy with the smallest PDCP sequence500

number.501

In addition, to the reduce the memory allocation require-502

ments at the MN, the FaRe acknowledges the buffered PDUs503

using the highest transmitted/delivered PDCP sequence num-504

ber information provided by the SN within the 3GPP-505

standardized Downlink Data Delivery status (DDDS)506

report [43]. Once the PDUs’ transmissions have been507

acknowledged at the MN, the corresponding FaRe-PDUs,508

i.e., the PDCP PDU copies present in the FaRe-Buffer, are509

deleted. It is worth mentioning that the SN can periodically510

send the DDDS report through the X2/Xn interface, or the511

MN can explicitly request it via the same interface [43]. The512

Algorithm 1 describes the procedure performed by the MN513

to store and acknowledge the FaRe-PDUs.514

2) FAST RETRANSMISSION STAGE515

a: SN CHANGE SCENARIO516

As we mentioned earlier, the MN should stop the data split-517

ting via the SN during an SN change event to minimize the518

out-of-order arrivals, thus the application’s data interruption519

time. In this regard, the FaRe communicates the flow control520

mechanism to stop the data splitting via the SN before theMN521

Algorithm 1 FaRe Buffering Stage Algorithm
Input: PDCP PDU or DDDS report
Output: FaRe-PDUs, Acknowledged FaRe-PDUs
1: while FaRe is enabled do
2: if PDCP PDU is forwarded to the SN then
3: Make a copy of the PDU
4: Place the copy in the FaRe-Buffer
5: else
6: Continue
7: if DDDS Type 1 is received then
8: ACKSN = highest transmitted/delivered SN
9: while FaRe-PDU ≤ ACKSN do
10: Delete the FaRe-PDU
11: else
12: Continue

sends either the SN Release Request or SN Change Confirm 522

messages. Actually, the MN can even stop the data splitting 523

earlier if the radio link conditions experienced between the 524

UE and S-SN are not favorable to maintain the connectivity. 525

Upon receiving the SN Release Request or SN Change 526

Confirm messages, the S-SN stops communicating with the 527

UE and releases the radio resources assigned to the corre- 528

spondingUE [1]. For this reason, the S-SN prepares and sends 529

through the X2/Xn interface a DDDS report that includes 530

the latest delivered/transmitted PDCP PDUs and the indi- 531

cation that this report is the final one, i.e., the Final Frame 532

Indication flag is activated. After receiving the final DDDS 533

report, the MN acknowledges the corresponding FaRe-PDUs 534

and updates the FaRe-Buffer accordingly. Afterward, all the 535

remaining FaRe-PDUs are placed at the head of the RLC 536

buffer to be transmitted in the next transmission opportunity. 537

Consequently, these PDUs can rapidly be delivered to the UE 538

using the MN’s Uu instead of waiting for the completion of 539

the SN change procedure. Note that if the RLCbuffer contains 540

a segmented Service Data Unit (SDU), the FaRe-PDUs are 541

placed after this SDU. 542
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Considering the current SN change procedure initiated by543

the SN as described in [1], a PDCP PDU that was ready to544

be transmitted by the S-SN but which was forwarded to the545

T-SN can arrive at the UE’s PDCP in approximately 74 ms,546

as shown in Table 1. However, with the FaRemechanism, the547

same PDU can arrive earlier. This delay is computed as548

1FaRe = BH + UPdelay +1proc + n× TTI , (1)549

where 1FaRe is the elapsed time from the S-SN stopping the550

communicationwith theUE until the firstFaRe-PDU arriving551

at the UE’s PDCP, BH is the backhaul delay, UPdelay is the552

user plane latency, e.g., 4 ms for eMBB [31],1proc is the time553

that takes to process the DDDS report and place the FaRe-554

PDUs in the RLC buffer, n is the number of elapsed TTIs555

until the first FaRe-PDU is scheduled for transmission, and556

TTI is the Transmission Time Interval, e.g., 1 ms for eMBB.557

Therefore, assuming BH = 5 ms, UPdelay = 4 ms, 1proc558

as negligible, TTI = 1 ms, and n = 1, i.e., the PDU is559

scheduled in the next TTI, the 1FaRe is 10 ms. This delay560

is significantly lower than the one achieved with the current561

SN change procedure, i.e., 74 ms.562

b: SCG FAILURE CASE563

Upon receiving the SCGFailureInformation [12] message564

from theUE, theFaRe communicates the flow control mecha-565

nism to stop the data splitting via the SN. Afterward, based on566

the PDCP Status Report [9] included by the UE in the SCG-567

FailureInformation, the PDUs that have not been received568

at the UE are placed at the head of the RLC buffer so that569

they can be transmitted in the next transmission opportunity.570

The novel inclusion of the PDCP Status Report within the571

SCGFailureInformation message helps the MN to recover572

those PDUs that were erroneously received at the UE, which573

is common during poor radio link conditions like those expe-574

rienced before the UE declares an RLF. The elapsed time575

from the MN receiving the SCGFailureInformation message576

until the UE’s PDCP receiving the first FaRe-PDU is denoted577

as 1∗FaRe and computed as578

1∗FaRe = UPdelay +1proc + n× TTI . (2)579

Assuming UPdelay = 4 ms, FaReproc as negligible,580

TTI = 1 ms, and n = 1, the 1∗FaRe is approximately 5 ms.581

It is worth mentioning that there is no recovery mechanism582

in the literature that deal with the SCG failure problem. How-583

ever, a possible approach could be to request data forwarding584

from the failing SN. In this case, the time that may take for585

the first non-delivered PDU to arrive at the UE’s PDCP is586

denoted as DF and computed as587

DF = 2× BH + UPdelay + RLCdelay + DFproc, (3)588

where RLCdelay is the RLC buffering delay experienced at the589

moment that the forwarded PDUs ingress to the RLC buffer590

and DFproc is the processing delay. Assuming BH = 5 ms,591

UPdelay = 4 ms, DFproc as negligible, and an RLCdelay592

of 10 ms, the DF is approximately 24 ms. Note that the593

RLCdelay will vary depending on the flow control algorithm 594

in use. For instance, the CCW flow control algorithm limits 595

the RLC buffering delay to 20 ms [3]. Hence, assuming an 596

RLCdelay at the 50% of its limit, i.e., 10 ms, is a conservative 597

approximation to the reality. 598

The Fast Retransmission Stage functionality of the FaRe is 599

presented in Algorithm 2 and is described in the following. 600

• The MN stops splitting PDCP PDUs via the BS act- 601

ing as SN when it receives either the SN Addition 602

Request Acknowledge or SCGFailureInformation mes- 603

sage (Lines 2-3 and 14-15, respectively). 604

• After receiving the SN Addition Request Acknowledge 605

message, the MN waits for the DDDS report with 606

FinalFrameInd = 1. Meanwhile, it acknowledges the 607

FaRe-PDUs and updates the FaRe-Buffer with every 608

received DDDS report (Lines 4-8). 609

• Once the DDDS report with FinalFrameInd = 1 is 610

received, the MN places at the head of its RLC buffer 611

all the FaRe-PDUs that were not acknowledged. Subse- 612

quently, the MN flushes the FaRe-Buffer (Lines 9-13). 613

• After receiving the SCGFailureInformation message, 614

the MN reads the PDCP-related information, acknowl- 615

edges the FaRe-PDUs, and updates the FaRe-Buffer. 616

If such a information includes the non-received PDUs, 617

the corresponding FaRe-PDUs are not deleted from the 618

FaRe-Buffer. Afterward, the FaRe-PDUs that were not 619

acknowledged are placed at the head of the RLC buffer. 620

Finally, the MN flushes the FaRe-Buffer (Lines 17-28). 621

• The MN resumes the data splitting via the SN once it 622

receives an initial DDDS report from the T-SN or a new 623

BS acting as SN (Lines 26-27). 624

3) SPLITTING ACTIVATION STAGE 625

As indicated in Section IV-B2, the FaRe makes the flow 626

control to stop forwarding PDCP PDUs via the SN to avoid 627

out-of-order deliveries that increases the application’s data 628

interruption time. To avoid the sharp drop in the aggregate 629

throughput during the SN change, the T-SN should start trans- 630

mitting the user data to the UE as soon as the RA procedure 631

is completed. Nevertheless, having the T-SN’s RLC buffer 632

with sufficient data to be transmitted in the next transmission 633

opportunity without increasing the data interruption time is 634

challenging. For instance, if the SN change procedure fails, 635

the PDCP PDUs present in the T-SN’s RLC buffer should be 636

forwarded to a new T-SN. Nevertheless, this time-consuming 637

procedure may cause the aforesaid PDUs to arrive at the UE 638

after the PDCP reordering timer expires. Hence, as they no 639

longer belong to the reordering window provided to the upper 640

layers, they are discarded [9], increasing the application’s 641

data interruption time, especially for TCP-based applications. 642

Since the FaRe timely transmits the non-delivered PDUs 643

via the MN’s Uu and makes the flow control to operate in 644

SC-like mode during the SN change event, the receiving 645

PDCP layer never stops sending data to the upper layers. 646

Therefore, the throughput never goes down to zero. For this 647

reason, the MN only resumes the data splitting via the SN 648
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Algorithm 2 FaRe: Fast Retransmission Stage
Input: SN Addition Request Acknowledge or
SCGFailureInformation messages
Output: FaRe-PDUs delivered to the UE’s PDCP
1: while FaRe is enabled do
2: if SN Addition Request Acknowledge received then
3: Notifies the flow control to stop data splitting via

SN
4: while DDDS with FinalFrameInd = 0 do
5: ACKSN = highest transmitted/delivered PDU
6: while FaRe-PDU ≤ ACKSN do
7: Acknowledge FaRe-PDUs
8: Update the FaRe-Buffer
9: if Head’s RLC SDU is segmented then
10: Place the FaRe-PDUs after the segmented

RLC SDU
11: else
12: Place the FaRe-PDUs before the RLC SDUs
13: Flush the FaRe-Buffer
14: else if SCGFailureInformation received then
15: Notifies the flow control to stop data splitting via

SN
16: Read the PDCP Status Report
17: ACKSN = First Missing PDU
18: while FaRe-PDU < ACKSN do
19: Acknowledge FaRe-PDUs except the

non-received PDUs included in the bitmap
20: Update the FaRe-Buffer
21: if Head’s RLC SDU is segmented then
22: Place the FaRe-PDUs after the segmented

RLC SDU
23: else
24: Place the FaRe-PDUs before the RLC SDUs
25: Flush the FaRe-Buffer
26: else if Initial DDDS received then
27: Notifies the flow control to resume data splitting

via SN
28: else
29: Keep acknowledging FaRe-PDUs

when it receives from the T-SN the initial DDDS report [43],649

which indicates that the UE has completed the RA procedure650

and it is ready to receive new data.651

Due to the T-SN’s RLC buffer is empty, it cannot send652

to the MN any flow control statistic in order for the flow653

control algorithm to compute the number of PDCP PDUs654

to split via the SN. To overcome this challenge, the FaRe655

indicates the initial values for the variables that the flow656

control algorithm uses for its splitting decisions. For instance,657

the CCW flow control algorithm uses the MAC SDU sizes658

and RLC buffering delay statistics for its data splitting deci-659

sions [3]. Similarly, the Delay-based flow control algorithm660

uses the PDCP PDU transmission delay computed from the661

UE status report [16]. In this regard, considering these two662

state-of-the-art flow control algorithms, the above mentioned 663

initial values are given by 664

a: THE CCW CASE 665

SDU initial
DC = min(SDU1

DC , . . . ., SDU
k
DC ), (4) 666

RLCdelay = 0, (5) 667

where SDU initial
DC is the initial value to use for the MAC SDU 668

size variable, SDU1
DC is the first MAC SDU size statistics 669

received from the S-SN right after the MN sends the SN 670

Change Required or SN Addition Request message, SDU k
DC 671

is the last MAC SDU size statistics received from the S-SN 672

just before the MN sends the SN Change Confirm or SN 673

Release Request message, and RLCdelay is the initial value 674

to use for the RLC buffering delay. It is worth mentioning 675

that during a HO, the quality of the radio link conditions 676

does not allow the UE to achieve high data rates. However, 677

in MR-DC operation, the BSs must assure a minimum of 678

radio resources for the UE to achieve a given minimum data 679

rate. For this reason, the FaRe uses the minimum MAC SDU 680

size statistics received during the period mentioned above as 681

the initial value for the MAC SDU size variable. Likewise, 682

since the T-SN’s RLC buffer is empty after the RA procedure, 683

the FaRe indicates the CCW to use 0 ms as the initial value 684

for the RLC buffering delay variable. 685

b: THE DELAY-BASED CASE 686

PDUdelay = 0, (6) 687

where PDUdelay is the PDCP PDU transmission delay. Since 688

during and right after the completion of the RA procedure, 689

the T-SN has no data in its RLC buffer, the FaRe indicates 690

the Delay-based to use 0 ms as the initial value for the PDCP 691

PDU transmission delay. 692

Regardless of the flow control algorithm used by the MN 693

to split the incoming data, the FaRe indicates the flow control 694

algorithm to use the initial values for their variables until the 695

MN receives up-to-date statistics from the T-SN. Likewise, 696

theFaRe’s Buffering Stage is initiated as soon as the incoming 697

traffic is split via the SN link. Note that after an SCG failure 698

event, the UE switches to SC operation. However, the UE 699

may recover theMR-DC operation, thus the data aggregation, 700

if the MN initiates the procedure to re-establish the connec- 701

tion with the failing SN [12]. On the contrary, if the MN 702

decides to add a new SN, the data aggregation is started from 703

scratch. Thus, the Traffic Activation Stage is not applicable 704

in this case. The splitting activation stage is presented in the 705

Algorithm 3. 706

V. EVALUATION FRAMEWORK 707

To validate our proposed FaRe mechanism, we implemented 708

a Dual Connectivity (DC) [27] solution on a LTE/NR testbed 709

developed using the Open Air Interface Software (OAI) [44]. 710

The testbed is based on the split DRB architecture and imple- 711

ments the user plane functionalities of DC detailed in [9]. 712
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Algorithm 3 FaRe: Splitting Activation Stage
Input: SN Addition Request or SN Change Required mes-
sages
Output: Initial values for the flow control variables
1: while FaRe enabled do
2: if SN Addition Request or SN Change Required sent

then
3: if CCW enabled then
4: Set SDU initial

DC = 0
5: Set RLCdelay = 0
6: while SN Release Request or SN Change
Confirm has not been sent do

7: if Flow control statistics received then
8: if SDU initial

DC ≤ SDUDC then
9: SDU initial

DC = SDUDC
10: else
11: Maintain the old SDU initial

DC

12: else if Delay-based enabled then
13: Set PDUdelay = 0
14: else
15: Set the flow control variables accordingly.
16: if initial DDDS report received then
17: if CCW enabled then
18: Set SDUDC = SDU initial

DC
19: Set Dq = 0
20: else if Delay-based enabled then
21: Set PDUdelay = 0
22: else
23: Set the flow control variables accordingly.
24: Indicates the flow control to resume the splitting

via the SN

Further details of the testbed implementation can be found as713

part of our previous works in [3] and [45]. The testbed setup714

and the evaluation scenarios are given in the following.715

A. TESTBED SETUP716

Our DC testbed setup is created on different hosts of the717

ORBIT testbed [46], as illustrated in Fig. 6. Since the OAI’s718

UE software does not implement the protocol stack required719

to support DC operation, i.e., one common PDCP layer and720

two independent RLC, MAC, and PHY layers, we use two721

OAI UE instances, i.e., mUE and sUE, to represent the UE in722

DC operation. In this regard, the hosts that represent the UEs,723

BSs, and CN are connected using a Gigabit-Ethernet switch.724

Additionally, every BS and UE host uses a Software-Defined725

Radio (SDR), of the model Ettus USRP B205mini, connected726

through a programmable JFW 50PMA-012 RF attenuator727

matrix [46]. Note that each pair of BS-UE has an isolated728

RF path since the SDRs are electromagnetically isolated from729

external signals. Moreover, the OAI software for the CN,730

BSs, and UEs runs over Ubuntu 16.04.1 with 4.15.0-52-731

low-latency kernel. The hosts have an Intel Core i7-4770732

CPU @ 3.4GHz processor and 16 GB of RAM. Further733

FIGURE 6. Testbed architecture [3], [45].

TABLE 2. General configuration for the BSs.

configurations and parameters used in this study for the BSs 734

are illustrated in Table 2. 735

B. BENCHMARKING STRATEGIES 736

As indicated in Section III, the problem of the data inter- 737

ruption at the application level caused by SN-based HO/RLF 738

while theUE aggregates data has not been addressed yet in the 739

available literature. Therefore, to validate the performance 740

of the proposed FaRe mechanism, we have implemented 741

different possible strategies to follow in case an SN change 742

is required or an SCG failure occurs. For both cases, the 743

baseline strategies use the state-of-the-art CCW flow control 744

algorithm [3]. The CCW dynamically splits the incoming 745

UP traffic via the MN and SN according to the average 746

MAC SDU sizes and RLC buffering delays experienced in 747

both BSs. To maximize the average aggregate throughput and 748

achieve a stable value, the CCW maintains the RLC buffers 749

of both BSs with enough data to prevent link starvation while 750

avoiding congestion [3]. 751

1) SN CHANGE SCENARIO 752

In the first strategy, Baseline_1, the MN, just before sending 753

the SN Change Confirm or SN Addition Request messages, 754
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resets the flow control variables related to the MN and S-SN,755

and makes the flow control operate under ‘‘initial condi-756

tions’’ until up-to-date statistics are received from both BSs.757

Operating under ‘‘initial conditions’’ implies for the CCW758

to split the data in a Round-Robin manner until the RLC759

buffering delay and MAC SDU size statistics from both BSs760

are known [3]. Note that the MN never stops splitting the761

incoming UP traffic via both BSs.762

For the second strategy, Baseline_2, the MN stops the data763

splitting via the S-SN before sending the SN Change Confirm764

or SN Addition Request messages. The splitting is resumed765

when the MN receives the ‘‘initial’’ DDDS report from the766

T-SN, which indicates that the UE is successfully synchro-767

nized. Note that those PDUs that were not transmitted by768

the S-SN are forwarded to the T-SN as defined by 3GPP769

in [1]. Since the MN resumes the splitting only if the UE770

is synchronized with the T-SN, possible data losses or out-771

of-order deliveries caused by RA or RRC reconfiguration772

failures are avoided.773

In the third strategy, Baseline_3, the MN resets the flow774

control variables related to the S-SN and suspends the data775

splitting via the S-SN before sending the SN Change Confirm776

or SN Addition Request messages. The MN resumes the data777

splitting when it receives up-to-date statistics from the T-SN.778

If the S-SN has no data to forward to the T-SN, the latter779

has no data to transmit to the UE once the RA procedure is780

completed. Thus, the MN will not resume the data splitting.781

2) SCG FAILURE SCENARIO782

For the baseline strategy, Forward_Req, upon receiving the783

SCGFailureInformationmessage, theMN requests the failing784

SN to forward the non-transmitted/delivered PDCP PDUs785

so that they can be transmitted via the MN’s Uu. When the786

requested PDUs arrive at the MN, they are transmitted after787

the RLC SDUs present in the RLC buffer. Moreover, since788

during a data session the UE may experience SN change789

events before the SCG failure event occur, the Forward_Req790

uses the Baseline_2 strategy to manage such HO events.791

This corresponds to a default implementation that follows the792

3GPP specifications [1], [12].793

C. PERFORMANCE METRICS794

To evaluate the performance of our FaRe mechanism on795

reducing the application’s data interruption time during SN796

change and SCG failure events, we use the following metrics:797

1) AGGREGATE THROUGHPUT798

We evaluate the aggregate throughput obtained at the trans-799

port layer with every Baseline strategy and the FaRe after800

a data session of 30 seconds for the SN change case, and801

20 seconds for the SCG failure case. In this regard, we eval-802

uate how the SN changes and SCG failure events impact on803

the instantaneous and average aggregate throughputs. Addi-804

tionally, for a better illustration of the short-term impact of805

aforementioned events, the obtained aggregate throughput806

samples are collected every 100 ms.807

2) THROUGHPUT VARIANCE 808

To evince and compare the variability of the throughput 809

caused by SN change and SCG failure events in the entire 810

data session, we use the Variance Ratio (Rvar ) [21], which is 811

defined as 812

Rvar =
δTDC

TDC
, (7) 813

where TDC is the average aggregate throughput obtained 814

by the application at the end of an experiment and δTDC 815

is the standard deviation of TDC . Note that high values of 816

Rvar indicate significant throughput instability, such as long 817

periods of zero throughput or short periods with very high 818

throughput peaks. 819

3) DATA RELIABILITY 820

When a UE aggregates data, the main goal is to maximize the 821

obtained throughput. However, achieving a given reliability 822

target while maximizing the throughput may be challenging 823

for some applications during SN change or SCG failure 824

events. In this regard, we evaluate the reliability obtained at 825

the PDCP level with and without the use of the FaRe mecha- 826

nism. For this, we compare the number of PDCP PDUs that 827

leave the MN’s PDCP layer with the PDCP PDUs received in 828

the mirroring layer at the UE during the entire data session. 829

The PDCP reliability (RPDCP) is defined as 830

RPDCP =
PDUsRX

PDUsTX
× 100%, (8) 831

where PDUsRX is the number of PDCP PDUs that are suc- 832

cessfully received at the UE, and PDUsTX is the number of 833

PDCP PDUs that are split by the MN and leave the PDCP 834

layer to be transmitted via either BS. 835

4) DATA INTERRUPTION TIME 836

When the UE aggregates data, the interruption time experi- 837

enced at the transport and/or application layers is influenced 838

by the out-of-order arrival of PDCP PDUs or PDCP PDU 839

losses. In this regard, the interruption time increases while the 840

PDUs spendmore time in the PDCP reordering buffer. Unlike 841

UDP, TCP is a reliability-oriented protocol, so it must provide 842

in-sequence delivery to the application. Therefore, if TCP 843

sequence gaps are detected, the application will not receive 844

data until the lost packet is correctly recovered by TCP. 845

For this reason, we measure the elapsed time the transport 846

layer stops receiving data during the data session. Note that 847

iperf3 measures the throughput at the transport layer, but 848

these results also represent the data interruption time at the 849

application level. 850

D. EVALUATION SCENARIO 851

To recreate a mobility scenario on the DC testbed described 852

in Section V-A, we use the signal-to-interference-plus-noise- 853

ratio (SINR), channel quality indicator (CQI), and refer- 854

ence signal received power (RSRP) traces extracted from the 855

Nokia-proprietary system-level simulator for the MN and SN 856
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using a 3GPP-defined DC scenario detailed in [47]. Note that857

the system-level simulator is entirely in alignment with 3GPP858

simulations and modeling guidelines. In addition, the SINR859

values from the aforementioned traces are measured every860

5 ms. In this regard, each time a CQI is to be reported by861

the OAI UE, the next trace value is used. Hence, each OAI862

BS independently receives from the OAI UE, i,e., mUE and863

sUE stacks in our setup, the CQI value using the CSI report864

every 5 ms.865

The 3GPP-defined DC scenario states nine small cells866

with inter-site distance (ISD) of 58 m, which are uniformly867

distributed across the macro cell area with no coverage gaps.868

To evaluate intra-MN MR-DC HO scenarios, the UE never869

leaves themacro cell coverage area in our evaluations, i.e., the870

UE is always connected to the same MN. In such a scenario,871

the UEmoves at 30 Km/h following a single trajectory across872

the different small cells deployed in the macro cell coverage873

area. At the same time, the network is loaded with stationary874

UEs to create interference to have a realistic SINR. Further-875

more, a 3 dB offset is considered for the HO decision, i.e., the876

A3 event, thus avoiding ping pongs between neighbor cells.877

Under the above-indicated conditions, during a data session878

of 30 seconds, the UE experiences nine SN change events.879

In a typical MR-DC deployment, higher data rates in the880

small cell are achieved than in the macro cell thanks to higher881

bandwidth values assigned to the small cells. Therefore,882

we define a scenario where the MN and SN use different883

channel bandwidths, i.e., 5 MHz and 10 MHz, respectively.884

We only use this combination of bandwidth values because885

the OAI UE does not achieve a stable throughput with other886

values, e.g., 20 MHz [48]. In addition, since in our testbed,887

a single UE is connected to both BSs, all the physical resource888

blocks (PRBs) available for each channel bandwidth are889

assigned to the UE, i.e., 25 PRBs for theMN and 50 PRBs for890

the SN. In this scenario, we evaluate the performance of user891

traffic that uses the TCP as transport layer protocol during SN892

change and SCG failure events using the metrics described893

in Section V-C and the benchmarking strategies described in894

Section V-B.895

Additionally, since the data interruption time may increase896

with the value configured for the PDCP reordering timer897

(t-Reordering), the TCP traffic is also evaluated using differ-898

ent reordering timeout values. For the evaluations, the down-899

link TCP traffic is generated using the iperf3 tool, in which900

the server runs at the mUE’s host, where the UE’s PDCP901

layer resides, and the client at the EPC’s host. Note that the902

iperf3 intents to saturate the link to measure the maximum903

achievable throughput. Table 3 summarizes the scenario setup904

and provides additional configuration details.905

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION906

This section shows and discuses in detail the results obtained907

using the framework presented in Section V. According to908

the OAI specifications, the downlink throughput achieved for909

LTE in SC operation under an ideal scenario, i.e., highest CQI910

value and no packet losses, is 16-17 Mbps with a channel911

TABLE 3. Scenario evaluated summary.

of 5 MHz and 34-35 Mbps with a channel of 10 MHz [48]. 912

However, as we mentioned in Section V-D, the CQI values 913

collected on the traces for the UE-MN and UE-SN connec- 914

tions vary depending on the UE’s location concerning the BS 915

in the macro and small cells. 916

A. AGGREGATE THROUGHPUT 917

Contrary to the throughput obtained in a static and/or ideal 918

scenario, i.e., no losses and highest CQI, the aggregate 919

throughput obtained in a mobility scenario is affected by 920

the number of HO events, radio link conditions’ variability, 921

and the approach used to minimize the application’s data 922

interruption time. To illustrate the variability of the aggregate 923

throughput, we present the results using the cumulative distri- 924

bution function (CDF) obtained for 20 different experiments. 925

The throughput samples for each experiment are collected 926

every 100 ms for a total duration of 30 seconds in the SN 927

change scenario and 20 seconds in the SCG failure scenario. 928

The results presented in Figs. 7 and 9 do not include the 929

throughput values obtained during the TCP’ slow start stage, 930

i.e., the first 3.5 seconds of the experiment duration in our 931

case, to avoid confusing them with those obtained during 932

SN change and SCG failure events. It is worth mention- 933

ing that random events such as HARQ retransmissions or 934

packet losses may appear in our LTE/NR testbed, creating 935

differences in the throughput values obtained across the 936

experiments. 937

1) SN CHANGE SCENARIO 938

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the 939

FaRe mechanism against the Baseline strategies described 940

in Section V-B. Fig. 7 illustrates the CDF of the aggre- 941

gate throughputs obtained using two t-Reordering values, 942

i.e., 100 and 300 ms, which help us to visualize the 943

behaviour of the aggregate throughput based on two different 944

configurations. 945

The Baseline_1 strategy achieves the worse performance 946

among the compared methods. In this case, Fig. 7 shows 947

that the probability of having zero throughput values is more 948

significant than in the other cases. Indeed, the probability 949

is around 1% only when the t-Reordering is 100 ms. In the 950
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FIGURE 7. CDF of the aggregate throughputs obtained using different t-Reordering values for the SN change scenario.

other cases, the probability goes up to 4-6%. As a conse-951

quence of the periods with zero throughputs, the Baseline_1952

reaches high peak values of approximately 180 Mbps, which953

in turn harms the application’s performance. In addition, even954

though with the other Baseline strategies, the probability of955

achieving zero throughput values drops to 1-2%, they still956

are not capable of achieving a stable throughput. Actually,957

abnormal peak values of more than 150 Mbps are common958

with the Baseline_2 and Baseline_3 strategies, as depicted959

in Fig. 7.960

It is evident that with the FaRe, the aggregate throughput,961

regardless of the evaluated t-Reordering value, never goes962

down to zero or reaches abnormal peak values. Indeed, the963

FaRe achieves a stable throughput, which on average is964

around 25 Mbps for all the cases. Consequently, the applica-965

tion never stops receiving data even though the data splitting966

via the SN link is temporarily suspended.967

It is worth mentioning that the periods with zero through-968

put and abnormal peak values, i.e., throughput larger969

than 45 Mbps, appear since the TCP packets received at970

the transport layer are not in sequence. Hence, they are971

buffered until TCP recovers the lost packet(s), and they can972

be delivered in sequence to the upper layers. In our evalua-973

tions, the lost TCP packets mainly appear when the PDCP974

reordering timer expires for a given PDCP PDU. Thus, data975

with sequence gaps, i.e., missing packets, is received at the976

transport layer. As shown in Fig. 8, all the Baseline strategies977

suffer from this problem to a greater or lesser extent, being the978

Baseline_1 the strategy in which more spurious PDCP PDU979

discards occur when the t-Reordering expires. Fig. 8 shows980

the average number of t-Reordering timeouts after running981

the 20 experiments for the FaRe and Baseline strategies.982

Considering the average aggregate throughput obtained983

with the evaluated Baseline strategies, i.e., around 24 Mbps,984

the SN change events have no significant impact on the985

obtained result regardless of the t-Reordering value. How-986

ever, the instantaneous throughput values significantly vary987

FIGURE 8. Average number of t-Reordering timeout declarations.

during the events mentioned above. Some applications, such 988

as LL-eMBB or real-time applications, may not tolerate hav- 989

ing extended periods of zero throughputs. Hence, it may be 990

more beneficial to have a continuous data flow rather than 991

short periods of zero and very high throughputs. Contrary 992

to the results obtained with the Baseline strategies, the FaRe 993

achieves a stable throughput with an average of 25.5 Mbps 994

regardless of the reordering timeout value. As a significant 995

advantage, the FaRe’s instantaneous throughputs never reach 996

abnormal zero and very high peak values, as illustrated 997

in Fig. 7. 998
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FIGURE 9. CDF of the obtained aggregate throughput using different reordering timeout values for the SCG failure case.

2) SCG FAILURE SCENARIO999

The SCG failure scenario is evaluated in a data session1000

of 20 seconds, in which five SN change events occur1001

before the MN receives the SCGFailureInformation mes-1002

sage. As detailed in Section V-B2, the SN change events1003

are addressed using the Baseline_2 strategy. Thus, how the1004

aforementioned strategies manage the SN change and failure1005

events influence the obtained aggregate throughput. Because1006

the UE losses connectivity with the SN after the SCG failure,1007

the UE switches from MR-DC to SC operation, causing the1008

aggregate throughput to drastically drop from theoretical1009

values of 34-35 Mbps to 16-17 Mbps, as observed in Fig. 9.1010

The aggregate throughput obtained with the FaRe is sta-1011

ble and does not have abnormal zero or peak values com-1012

pared to the Forward_Req strategy. The FaRe achieves such1013

stability since it is aware of the last received PDCP PDU1014

and the possible sequence gaps, the information of which1015

is obtained from the PDCP Status Report. Hence, the MN1016

can timely retransmit the non-received PDUs and fill the1017

PDCP sequence gaps present at the UE. Since this process1018

is completed within few milliseconds, the performance of1019

the FaRe does not depend on the t-Reordering value. Similar1020

to the SN change scenario, the average throughput obtained1021

with the Forward_Req and the FaRe are practically the same.1022

However, some instantaneous throughput values, i.e., the zero1023

and peak values, obtained with the Forward_Req strategy can1024

seriously degrade the application’s performance.1025

Additionally, since the UE will no longer receive data1026

via the SN link after the UE declares an SCG failure, the1027

probability of having PDCP PDU discards caused by one1028

or more expirations of the t-Reordering is high. Because the1029

Forward_Req strategy is not efficient in managing such an1030

event, it has a 4-7% probability of obtaining zero throughputs,1031

as depicted in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) for the cases when the t-1032

Reordering is configured with 100 and 300 ms, respectively.1033

As observed in Fig.8(b), with the Forward_Req strategy, the1034

average number of timeout declarations and the subsequent1035

effect on the discarded PDCP PDUs and buffering delay,1036

at PDCP and Transport layers, is much larger than for the1037

FaRe. The results shown in Figs. 9 and 8(b) reflect the1038

inability of the Forward_Req strategy to correctly identify1039

the non-received PDCP PDUs and timely re-route them to1040

the UE via the MN’s Uu. For this reason, we argue that1041

FIGURE 10. Aggregate throughput variance.

this method is not suitable to be used with latency- and 1042

reliability-constrained applications such as LL-eMBB appli- 1043

cations. On the other hand, the FaRe has as added value the 1044

ability to efficiently serve the aforementioned applications. 1045

B. THROUGHPUT VARIANCE 1046

In order to study the variability of the obtained aggregate 1047

throughput during the entire data session and evince the zero 1048

and peak throughput periods, we use the Rvar . The boxplot 1049

graphs presented in Fig. 10 correspond to the results obtained 1050
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after running 20 experiments for the analyzed strategies.1051

For this, the boxplot’s median represents the average Rvar1052

obtained for the 20 experiments. Likewise, the first and1053

third quartiles indicate how spread is the Rvar among the1054

experiments. We observe in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) that the1055

throughput obtained with the FaRe does not present high1056

variability compared to the one obtained with the Baseline1057

and Forward_Req strategies. The Rvar for the FaRe is on1058

average 0.27 for the SN change scenario and 0.35 for the SCG1059

failure scenario, regardless of the configured t-Reordering1060

value. In both cases, the individual Rvar results are highly1061

concentrated around the average value.1062

For the SN change scenario, the Rvar obtained for the Base-1063

line_1 and Baseline_3 strategies are widely spread, which1064

means that the throughput is not stable. Moreover, according1065

to the results shown in Fig. 10(a), the Baseline_2 strategy1066

achieves a stable throughput. Nevertheless, we can see from1067

Fig. 7 that such a strategy still achieves zero and peak1068

throughputs. Furthermore, for the SCG failure scenario, the1069

throughput variance obtained with the Forward_Req strategy1070

is on average 85% higher than with the FaRe, as shown in1071

Fig. 10(b). This instability is the reason to obtain throughputs1072

that are not concentrated around their average value. Note1073

that the observed throughput instability in the benchmarking1074

strategies is caused by the additional time the received PDUs1075

spend in the PDCP reordering buffer before being delivered1076

to the upper layers. The results presented in Fig. 10 confirm1077

that the aggregate throughput obtained with the FaRe is1078

not subject to significant and abnormal variations, which is1079

desirable in real-time applications to satisfy a given Quality1080

of Experience [21].1081

C. DATA RELIABILITY1082

During data aggregation, the UE discards all the received1083

PDCP PDUs that do not belong to the same reordering1084

window [9], which typically happens after the t-Reordering1085

expires. In this regard, if a PDCP PDU does not arrive at1086

the UE or is discarded, the upper layers will not receive1087

their corresponding data, which may obligate the sender to1088

retransmit the missing data. For this reason, to study the data1089

reliability, we focus on the reliability achieved at the UE’s1090

PDCP layer by counting the number of correctly received1091

PDCP PDUs and comparing them with the number of PDUs1092

that left the transmitting PDCP layer. Tables 4 and 5 illustrate1093

the average percentage of PDUs correctly received at the UE1094

and its standard deviation obtained after running 20 exper-1095

iments with each of the evaluated strategies and reordering1096

timeout values for the SN change and SCG failure scenarios,1097

respectively.1098

The results shown in Table 4, for the SN change scenario,1099

indicate that the Baseline_2 and Baseline_3 strategies cannot1100

achieve reliability of five nines for all the reordering timeout1101

values. At a glance, the obtained reliability seems to be suit-1102

able for applications such as LL-eMBB [10]. Nevertheless,1103

such applications require a high and stable data rate [38],1104

which is not possible to achieve with any of the Baseline1105

TABLE 4. PDCP reliability for the SN change scenario.

TABLE 5. PDCP reliability for the SCG failure scenario.

strategies. On the contrary, the FaRe achieves reliability of 1106

100% for all reordering timeout values, except for 300 ms, 1107

with the additional benefit of having a stable and smooth data 1108

rate, as observed in Figs. 7 and 10(a). 1109

Furthermore, for the SCG failure scenario, the results 1110

shown in Table 5 demonstrate the impossibility of the For- 1111

ward_Req strategy to offer the reliability of more than three 1112

nines, which is not the case for the FaRe. Indeed, with the 1113

FaRe, more than the 99.999% of the PDUs that left the MN’s 1114

PDCP layer are correctly received at the UE, even though the 1115

SN link suddenly fails. 1116

D. DATA INTERRUPTION TIME 1117

To study the data interruption time, we rely on the periodic 1118

throughput reports delivered by the iperf3 tool. In this regard, 1119

we measure the periods of zero throughputs during the entire 1120

data session for each experiment. For this, the throughput 1121

reports are periodically collected in our experiments every 1122

100 ms for both scenarios. The results shown in Fig. 11 1123

represent the average data interruption time experienced by 1124

the transport layer after running 20 experiments for the FaRe 1125

and every benchmarking strategy. 1126

The results depicted in Fig. 11(a), for the SN change sce- 1127

nario, show the effectiveness of the FaRe to avoid suffering 1128

from data interruption periods. On the other hand, it can be 1129

visualized that Baseline_2 creates the lowest average inter- 1130

ruption time among the Baseline strategies. At a glance, the 1131

obtained interruption time may not represent a significant 1132

problem in scenarios where the throughput stability and the 1133

data reliability are not the primary concern. However, for 1134

latency- and reliability-constrained applications, the Base- 1135

line_2 is not an option to consider. Even though the Base- 1136

line strategies and the FaRe achieve on average a similar 1137

aggregate throughput, as shown in Fig. 7, the SN change 1138
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FIGURE 11. Data interruption time at the transport layer level.

events are not efficiently managed by the Baseline strategies.1139

Therefore, it will be challenging for applications to meet their1140

required KPIs.1141

For the SCG failure scenario, the results obtained with the1142

FaRe and illustrated in Fig. 11(b) demonstrate that it is possi-1143

ble to maintain a continuous data flow to the UE, even though1144

the SN link fails. The novel capability of the FaRe to retrans-1145

mit the non-received PDUs makes the application never stop1146

receiving data, which on the contrary, significantly differs1147

from the results obtained with the Forward_Req strategy. It is1148

important to remark that the UE switches to SC operation1149

after the SCG failure event, so the UE keeps receiving data1150

via the MN link. Consequently, if the missing PDCP PDU(s)1151

do not arrive at the UE in time to fill the PDCP sequence1152

gap, the transport layer will not receive the expected data.1153

For reliability-oriented protocols such as TCP, the transport1154

layer will retransmit the missing data, significantly reducing1155

the throughput and increasing the data interruption periods.1156

VII. THE FaRe IMPLEMENTATION IMPACT1157

In Section VI, we have demonstrated the effectiveness of the1158

FaRe to reduce the application’s data interruption time during1159

SN change and SCG failure events. The results show that it is1160

possible to get a stable aggregate throughput with high data1161

reliability thanks to the FaRe. These benefits are obtained1162

since the MN temporarily stores a copy of the PDCP PDUs1163

split via the SN and timely retransmits them when one of the1164

events described above occurs. Since, in our experiments, the1165

FIGURE 12. Different statistics for the implementation impact of the FaRe.

FaRe-PDUs are acknowledged by the MN every 5 ms, the 1166

memory allocation requirements at the MN are negligible. 1167

In fact, the FaRe-Buffer usage results, depicted as Buffer_Size 1168

in Fig. 12, show that during a data session of 20 seconds, 1169

on average, 20 PDUs are present in the FaRe-Buffer. In our 1170

LTE/NR testbed, the iperf3 tool generates packets of fixed 1171

size, creating PDCP PDUs of 1466 bytes. Hence, the aver- 1172

age FaRe-Buffer size corresponds to 29.3 KBytes, which 1173

has a negligible impact on the overall MN’s performance. 1174

It is worth mentioning that the buffer demand may slightly 1175

increase in case of higher throughput demands and larger 1176

bandwidth sizes. 1177

Moreover, during an SCG failure event, the FaRe retrans- 1178

mits via the MN’s Uu, on average, 15 FaRe-PDUs, as can be 1179

visualized with the variable Re-routed in Fig. 12. The first 1180

of these PDUs arrive at the UE’s PDCP in approximately 1181

5-8 ms. This delay, shown as R_Delay in Fig. 12, matches 1182

with the theoretical delay, i.e., 1∗FaRe, computed with (2). 1183

Note that the measurement of this delay starts once the MN 1184

receives the SCGFailureInformationmessage and ends when 1185

the UE’s PDCP layer receives the first FaRe-PDU. 1186

Additionally, we noted in our experiments that in some SN 1187

change events, some PDUs, that were initially transmitted 1188

via the SN, arrive at the UE’s PDCP after the FaRe-PDUs. 1189

This event happens when several HARQ retransmissions 1190

were required in the UE-SN path to decode the transport 1191

block correctly. During the evaluated period, the UE received, 1192

on average, 6 duplicated PDUs, as depicted with the vari- 1193

able name Duplicated in Fig. 12. This random event has a 1194

negligible impact on the performance of the FaRe since the 1195

throughput, reliability, and data interruption are not affected. 1196

VIII. CONCLUSION 1197

A fast data recovery mechanism that minimizes the data 1198

interruption time experienced by the application in MR-DC 1199

scenarios with mobility is presented in this article. The 1200
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proposed mechanism, named FaRe, intelligently identifies1201

and timely retransmits, via the MN, the PDCP PDUs that1202

were not received at the UE or transmitted by the SN during1203

the aforesaid events. To accomplish this, the MN stores at1204

its PDCP layer a copy of every PDCP PDU split via the1205

SN until an acknowledgment is received. Hence, when an1206

SN change or SCG failure occurs, the non-delivered or non-1207

transmitted PDCP PDUs can timely be transferred to the UE1208

via theMN’s Uu, thus, avoiding time-consuming higher layer1209

retransmissions or slow data forwarding procedures.1210

The experimental evaluations conducted on an LTE/NR1211

testbed, build using the OAI software, revealed that when the1212

UE aggregates data, the SN change or SCG failure events1213

affect the throughput stability and latency requirements of1214

TCP-based applications. The results obtained in the evaluated1215

setup showed that the proposed FaRe mechanism effectively1216

reduces the harmful effects of such events for all the PDCP1217

reordering timeout assessed values. Indeed, the FaRe results1218

in zero data interruption periods for all the assessed scenarios1219

except when the t-Reordering is 200 ms in the SN change1220

scenario. The efficient approach used by the FaRe allows1221

the UE to achieve a stable and high aggregate throughput1222

with data reliability of more than 99.999% without upper1223

layer retransmissions. This is a desirable feature to support1224

emerging 5G applications such as low latency eMBB.1225

On the contrary, with the alternative strategies used to1226

address these events, i.e., the Baseline and Forward_Req1227

strategies, the application stops receiving data for periods1228

ranging from dozens to hundreds of milliseconds. These1229

long data interruption periods make the PDCP reordering1230

mechanism discard several PDCP PDUs, diminishing the1231

data reliability to three nines in the SCG failure scenario1232

and even to two nines in the SN change scenario, with the1233

Baseline_1 strategy. For this reason, it is challenging to meet1234

the reliability and latency targets defined for some 5G use1235

cases.1236

Finally, we have demonstrated that the novel inclusion of1237

the PDCP Status Report within the SCGFailureInformation1238

message helps the proposed FaRe mechanism to effectively1239

reduce the application’s data interruption time caused by1240

failures in the SN. Since, in a typical MR-DC deployment,1241

the UE may experience HOs and failures at the MN and1242

SN, we plan to extend the functionality of the FaRe to man-1243

age the Inter-Master Node HOs and MCG failures as well.1244

Thus, assuring seamless network connectivity via both BSs.1245

In addition, we believe that the FaRe is a reliable solution1246

that can be used to avoid missing data during SCG activa-1247

tion/deactivation procedures. Yet, it is still necessary to study1248

solutions that allow such integration.1249
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